
Week 2 Tuesday Morning SessionWeek 2 Tuesday Morning Session

•Introduction to studying the Brain as an approach to 
Mind and some comments on Sacks and Ramachandran

•Break

•Video: Nova : Secrets of the Mind featuring 
Ramachandran and related figures

•Discussion



Studying the Brain as an approach to Mind

Motto*:  Motto*:  The Mind is What the Brain doesThe Mind is What the Brain does

How it’s built

1. (Gross) Anatomy

2. (Micro Anatomy) Cellular Structure  (Cytoarchitecture)

How it Works

3. Functional Analysis  (Systems Neurobiology

4. Physiological Analysis (Cellular Neurobiology)
(only a few comments about this)



* Of “strong” or “imperialistic” neuroscience
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Gross AnatomyGross Anatomy
Sulcus (pl.sulci)  valley 

when deep called “fissure”
Gyrus (pl gyri)  rounded ridges



Purves, et.al, Neuroscience



Gazzanaga, et. al., Cognitive Neuroscience, 3rd





Purves, et.al, Neuroscience



The Human Brain Coloring Book



Horizontal SectionHorizontal Section——showing gray and white mattershowing gray and white matter

“we find that gyral regions have an average thickness of 
2.7 ± 0.3 mm, versus 2.2 ± 0.3 mm for sulcal regions
Procedings of the National Academy of Science, Sept. 20001. Measuring the thickness of the human cerebral cortex from 
magnetic resonance images Bruce Fischl and Anders, Image Gazzanaga, et.al.Cogntive Neuroscience, 3rd



Early History of Brain Studies

Galen (129-200 CE)   Roman physician and anatomist
Brain (not the heart as Aristotle had thought is the 
center of thought.  But the focus was on the ventricles

Descartes– Treatise on Man(1537) 
and Passions of the Soul (1549)



Purves, et.al, Neuroscience





Brain LocalizationBrain Localization

Early viewEarly view

Franz Gall Franz Gall 1758-1828

Johan  Johan  Spurzheim Spurzheim 1776-1832



Franz Joseph Gall (1758-1828)







Johann Gaspar Spurzheim (1776-1832)



The famous physiologist, Magendie, preserved 
with veneration the brain of Laplace.
Spurzheim had the very natural wish to see the 
brain of a great man. To test the science of 
phrenology, Mr. Magendie showed him, 
instead of the brain of Laplace, that of an 
imbecile. Spurzheim, who had already worked 
up his enthusiasm, admired the brain of the 
imbecile as he would have admired that of
Laplace

Pierre Flourens, Phrenology Examined



How it’s built

1. (Gross) Anatomy

2. (Micro Anatomy) Cellular Structure  (Cytoarchitecture)

How it Works

3. Functional Analysis  (Systems Neurobiology)

4. Physiological Analysis (Cellular Neurobiology)





A bit of History leading up to advances in the micro A bit of History leading up to advances in the micro 
anatomy of the brainanatomy of the brain

Instrumentation and Technique

• achromatic microscope

• use of “fixatives”   (1809—alcohol)(1840 chromic acid)  

• use of cell stains  1860 carmine stain, 1873 Camilo 
Golgi  silver (“black” stain)   modified by Ramon y Cajal 
in 1880s



Cortical Pyramidal Cells              Cerebellar Purkinje Cells 

Golgi-Labeled Neurons



Neuron Doctrine  circa 1906 Neuron Doctrine  circa 1906 --Ramon y Cajal

Neuron is the fundamental structural
functional unit of the nervous system

• Neurons are discrete cells, not continuous
with other cells,  communicating at the “synapse”

• Neurons composed of dendrites, axon 
and cell body

•Information flows in one direction from 
dendrites to axon—”dynamic polarization”

Vs.  A reticulum (nerve net)



From Gazzaniga, et. al, Cognitive Neuroscience 3rd

Korbinian Brodmann, differently appearing cellular 
(cytoarchitectonic) areas  1909





How it’s built

1. (Gross) Anatomy

2. (Micro Anatomy) Cellular Structure  (Cytoarchitecture)

How it Works

3. Functional Analysis  (Systems Neurobiology)

4. Physiological Analysis (Cellular Neurobiology)





“Classical” Language Areas in the Brain

Paul Broca (1824- 1880) identified “Broca’s Aphasia  1861 
8 patients who debilitation brain illness or injury understand 

language but not speak   “We speak with the left  hemisphere”:

Identification of brain function by the Method of deficitsIdentification of brain function by the Method of deficits



Wernicke’s area

Tan’s Brain;  Tan’s Brain;  Broca’sBroca’s AreaArea



Carl Wernicke (1848-1905)  discovered an  area 
related to language comprehension.  Individuals who 
could not comprehend language (but could produce 
language )

Wernicke’s aphasia  for receptive or sensory aphasia. 
It is the inability to understand speech, or to produce 
meaningful speech, caused by lesions to the posterior 
superior temporal gyrus. 



Wernicke’s area

Tan’s Brain,Tan’s Brain, Broca’sBroca’s Area and  Area and  Wernicke’s Wernicke’s Area Area 



A more modern rendition A more modern rendition 



Mapping of Function:  Structure/Function correlation





Wilder Penfield (1889-1976)       “Homunculus:

More Complicated Story





Motor “Homunculus”







NeuroAnatomy NeuroAnatomy and the Sacks Reading and the Sacks Reading 
Fusiform gyrus         prosopognosiaFusiform gyrus         prosopognosia

Fusiform gyrus



Areas related to face perception have been 
located in the right and left fusiform gyrus, the 
lateral inferior occipital gyrus, and the superior 
temporal sulcus (Kanwisher et al. 1997; Haxby et 
al. 2000). Visual word forms, such as letterstrings
or words, have been found to activate an area 
within the left fusiform gyrus, lateral to the face 
area known as the visual word form area 
(VWFA) (Cohen et al. 2002). Here, we test the 
idea whether semantic information associated 
with autobiographical content such as familiar 
names causes an interaction between the areas 
involved in face and name perception. Our 
results indicate that autobiographically familiar 
names activate the FFA nearly as much as 
cartoon faces, while famous and unfamiliar 
names did not significantly affect this area. The 
VWFA displayed an opposite pattern; unfamiliar 
names evoked the greatest signal change, while 
famous names, familiar names, and faces evoked 
little or no activity in this region. This study 
suggests that the FFA may be critical for both 
face recognition and identity processing, while 
the VWFA may be strictly limited to word 
recognition rather than name perception. 
(Weiner et al. 2004)

FFA Face Form Area
VWFA       Visual Word Form Area



Studying the Brain as an approach to Mind

Motto*:  Motto*:  The Mind is What the Brain doesThe Mind is What the Brain does
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* Of “strong” or “imperialistic” neuroscience



Basis of cellular neurobiologyBasis of cellular neurobiology

•• Neuron  Doctrine 

• Ionic Hypothesis 

• Chemical theory of 
synaptic transmission 

Golgi/ Ramón y Cajal controversy  
Nobel Prize 1906 

Hodgkin/Huxley  1952
Nobel Prize 1963

Soupers v. sparkers

Nobel Prizes 1970 Katz, et. al



Rise of Systems NeuroscienceRise of Systems Neuroscience

1980s  Rise of Systems Neurobiology

1990s Decade of the Brain

2000s Development of Cognitive Neuroscience



Ramachandran Ramachandran and Sacksand Sacks

Sacks 

b. 1933 England

Medical degree Oxford  

1960 resident UCLA 

New York 1985clinical 
professor of neurology—
consulting neurology

Over 200 articles   or 
book chapters, 9 books 

Ramachandran

b. 1951  India 
Medical/SurgicalDegree
India   Ph.D from Trinty
College, Cambridge in 
human psychophysics and 
neurophysiology

post-doc CalTech 1978

UCSD 1983

120+ articles in refereed 
journals    2 books




